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Inklinko 
 
Inklinko - Usability tests 
 
 
Date 
 
March 4, 2014 
 
Analyst(s) 
 
Brooke White 
 
Executive Summary 
 
While there are some challenges with the UX and learnability of key features – for the most part, players were able to actually “play” this 
game, learning controls and getting better over time.  
Players unanimously confused by scoring ruleset  
Lack of clear mental map about why Ember was shooting balls into paint buckets led to player confusion on "goal" of the 
game. Teaching ability to shoot multiple balls was inconsistent and confusing  
Some players struggled for a long time on "opening" the buckets via hitting the red gems  
Aiming and "shooting" controls for the most part felt smooth to players. However all players instinctively tried to stretch aim to 
shoot faster, or push back up toward slingshot to "shoot more gently". 
 
Goals 
 
Evaluate new game playability  
Assess UX and UI  
Evaluate if players are able to cognitively scoring 
 
Protocol 
 
1:1 Standard Usability, Think-Aloud Protocol 
 
Target 
 
 
21-40 women mobile players  
play hidden object games and/or puzzles 
 
InkLinko - 2/4/14 Name Gender Age Games Played 
     
10:30-11:00 Alexandra Female 21 Bejeweled, Candy Crush 
    Saga, Flappy Bird, Dice 
    with Buddies 
     
11:15-11:45 Nina June Female 27 Paplinko, Angry Grandma 
    Toss, Fruit Ninja, 
    Adventure Town, Design 
    This Home, Animal 
    Voyage, Hunger Games 
    Catching Fire 
     
Morning Floater Michelle Female 25 Diablo III, Bejeweled, 
    Bubble Mania, Tetris, 
    Snake, Candy Crush 
    Saga, Angry Birds, Plants 
    vs Zombies 
      
12:15-12:45 Teresa Female 31 Naughty Kitties, Pudding 
    Monsters, Plants vs 
    Zombies 2, Hay Day, 
    Bubble Seasons 
     
1:00-1:30 Kisha Female 21 Bejeweled, solitaire, 
    Temple Run, Diner Dash 
     
Afternoon Floater Kimberly Female 30 Skyrim, Rockband, The 
    Sims 3, Words with 
    Friends, Angry Birds 
     
 
Results 
 
 Usability Findings Recommendations / Team Priority (click to sort) Notes 
 
  Plans   
 
     
 
 Players unanimously confused  1 - HIGH  
 
 by scoring ruleset    
 
 Players unclear how to    
 
 optimize score (use fewest    
 
 balls? knock out most    
 
 pegs?)    
 
 Players unclear about    
 
 relationship of stars to score    
 
 Some usability issue w/ Star    
 
 image looking "filled" when    
 
 not completely filled    
 
 Players expressed delight    
 
 with Ember's facial    
 
 expressions and    
 
 vocalizations. They didn't    
 
 want to "disappoint" Ember.    
 
     
 
 Lack of clear mental map about Recommend providing a 1 - HIGH  
 
 why Ember was shooting balls clear mental map for players   
 
 into paint buckets led to player on why Ember is shooting   
 
 confusion on "goal" of the game. balls into bucket - and why   
 
 
"Golden" bucket was clearly 
one bucket is more   
 
 important to hit than others.     
important to players 
  
 
 Scoring should then     
Money / coins were a strong 
  
 
 reinforce this mental map.     
pull for players to try and get 
  
 
 Recommend using different     
Red gems mostly stood out 
  
 
 iconography on red gem     
as different and special - but 
  
 
 (like key or switch) to clarify     
players unclear what 
  
 
 the purpose of this gem.     
purpose of gems was. 
  
 
    
 
     
 
Teaching ability to shoot multiple Consider staggering level 2 - MEDIUM  
 
balls was inconsistent and balance to help teach   
 
confusing multiple ball usage /   
 
Some players repeatedly 
requirement (ie. you could   
 
only GIVE the player one    
tap (like they were 
  
 
ball each level for the 1st    
individually popping) the 
  
 
two levels, and then make a    
gems. This early on frenetic 
  
 
big deal about giving them 2    
tapping confused these 
  
 
balls - and balance so    
players about actual 
  
 
usage of two balls at once is    
gameplay 
  
 
the only way to solve the    
Some players only ever use 
  
 
puzzle)    
one ball at a time - even 
  
 
Will need to clearly    
with repeated clues from 
  
 
tutorialize usage of multiple    
moderator 
  
 
balls - but recommend not       
 
 allowing multiple balls for   
 
 the first few levels   
 
    
 
Some players struggled for a Recommend clarifying 1 - HIGH  
 
long time on "opening" the mental map between   
 
buckets via hitting the red gems bucket, bucket top and red   
 
Some players never put 
gem   
 
Recommend clearly    
together the red gem with 
  
 
showing that the bucket    
the buckets. It took actually 
  
 
wasn't open (the glowing    
losing the round for these 
  
 
was mostly noticed by    
players to understand that 
  
 
players, but the lid wasn't    
the bucket wasn't "open". 
  
 
noticed - and the lid is    
Lack of mental map 
  
 
actually the thing they need    
between bucket, bucket lid 
  
 
to learn)    
and red gem contributed to 
  
 
Progression in the last 2    
this issue 
  
 
sessions where the level    
Once players did finally 
  
 
order was switched worked    
figure out the usage of the 
  
 
better for training players on    
red gems, they were able 
  
 
using multiple balls    
pretty easily to put together 
  
 
   
 
that they needed to hit    
 
multiple red gems to open    
 
the bucket    
 
    
 
Several of the players hesitated Recommend changing 2 - MEDIUM  
 
for a long time on the opening button on very first load of   
 
screen - hesitant to press "play" game to "start" or something   
 
without any background like that, or a "play" arrow   
 
knowledge of what type of game (many Disney mobile games   
 
it was or whether they would use the play arrow)   
 
understand how to play it. Recommend splash screen   
 
Players didn't come into the 
on initial load (or even all   
 
loading) that shows image    
game with any knowledge of 
  
 
of gameplay - or better - a    
what type of game it was or 
  
 
little animation of gameplay    
familiarity with the main 
  
 
Recommend setting up    
character or setting. 
  
 
"goal" of the game via    
"Play" meant to these 
  
 
splash screen and strong    
players that they would be 
  
 
mental map    
dumped immediately into a 
  
 
   
 
game and that made them    
 
scared.    
 
    
 
Aiming and "shooting" controls Unclear if the intuitive desire 2 - MEDIUM  
 
for the most part felt smooth to to control velocity of the   
 
players. However all players shot was because of strong   
 
instinctively tried to stretch aim to mental map of slingshot or   
 
shoot faster, or push back up the aiming vector dots   
 
toward slingshot to "shoot more contributed (players didn't   
 
gently". use word slingshot when   
 
Some challenges with 
describing)   
 
   
 
aiming on left side - unclear    
 
if issue is programmatic or    
 
the trail of coins isn't placed    
 
correctly in these levels.    
 
    
 
A couple of major UI / navigation In discussion, players talked 3 - LOW  
 
elements are yet to be about understanding   
 
developed implicitly the saga style   
 
Players had no sense of 
maps as both "overall goal"   
 
and "where I am in meeting    
"where they were" or "what 
  
 
this goal"    
level they were on" or "what 
  
 
Team is planning on a saga    
their goal was" 
  
 
style map    
Little goals of each of the 
  
 
Team is planning on "in    
levels weren't clear to 
  
 
between screens" where    
players without 
  
 
goal of each level is clear    
experimentation, title of 
  
 
Recommend using these in    
level somewhat helped 
  
 
between screens as a good    
Level scoring was unclear, 
  
 
way of merchandising    
and relationship between 
  
 
possible boosts / powerups    
number score and stars was 
  
 
(ala Candy Crush)    
unclear 
  
 
   
 
    
 
